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INTRODUCTION
The fight against epidemics is still relevant. The epidemic 
outbreaks of the 21st century in general and the coronavi-
rus pandemic in particular have once again demonstrated 
that society is unsafe when faced the global challenge we 
see today.

The world has often suffered from various infectious 
diseases and has successfully overcome most of them; rich 
historical experience in struggle has been accumulated and 
can be used today. Given the local history, some parallels 
are evident and the experience in fighting epidemics in 
a particular city in a certain chronological period can be 
allocated. The authors have chosen the city of Kharkiv as 
a study object, and struggle against cholera, raging in the 
city in the empire time, as a subject.

THE AIM
The aim of the research is to determine and systematize 
administrative and medical measures aimed at curbing 
cholera in the city of Kharkiv in the empire time, to assess 
the relevance of the experience in fighting the disease, to 
determine the impact of epidemics and anti-epidemic 
measures on Kharkiv residents’ public health.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
According to the aim of the research, the methods can be 
divided into general scientific, historical and related scienc-
es. The main methods were ones of historical research. The 
most useful were analytical, chronological and comparative 
historical methods. Analysis of historical facts was the 
initial stage of the research. The materials were disclosed 
in problem and chronological order. The comparative 
historical method was applied to different stages of the 
anti-epidemic case development in Kharkiv.

During the research, the authors turned to the methods 
of historical demography. Thus, the methods of demo-
graphic statistics were useful for the analysis of empirical 
materials developed in the study of resistance to epidemics. 
A related scientific discipline such as “Social Medicine and 
Health Care Organization” provided methods of medical 
statistics, studying the factors affecting the population’s 
health, studying morbidity and mortality, and an approach 
to the analysis of control methods for the most significant 
diseases, and also the conceptual apparatus.

In general, these pages of history are insufficiently studied 
in historiography. In pre-Soviet times, they were studied 
by D. Bagaliy and D. Miller in the famous monograph 
on the history of Kharkiv [1]. They highlighted the main 
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ways taken by Kharkiv healthcare in the early stages of its 
development, including the fight against cholera. Soviet 
historians had no interest in studying the experience in 
health care organization at the local level in the pre-revolu-
tion period, as that experience was irrelevant to the Soviet 
health care system. Modern domestic researchers also did 
not study the issue. The only experience of its development 
is I. Robak’s monograph “Organization of Health Care in 
Kharkiv during the Emperial Era (Early 18th Century – 
1916)” [2], as well as the works by V. Alkov [3–4].

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
Kharkiv citizens survived the first epidemic of cholera in 
1830. It came from Astrakhan Region through the city of 
Izium. The sick appeared in the city on July 23 [5–6], as 
well as rumors of deliberate poisoning of wells and burial 
of people alive. The local doctor was almost killed by the 
crowd [1]. In the September, Governor M. Kakhovsky 
formed and headed the Sloboda-Ukrainian Governorate 
Committee to take measures against cholera. Relevant 
committees were also established in the districts [7–9]. 
In those horrible months, Cholera hospitals appeared in 
Kharkiv, maintained by merchants and pharmacists [1]. 
Anyone with medical education was mobilized to fight the 
epidemic. In December, the epidemic stopped [7]. Accord-
ing to the “List of cholera deaths in the city of Kharkiv”, 
there were 497 those succumbed in 1830 [10–11]. Death 
from a terrible disease most affected the poor. In 1830, the 
cholera death rate in Kharkiv was almost 25 ppm.

In early June 1831, cholera returned. As the epidemic was 
much weaker, only one temporary City Cholera Hospital 
was established that time. The epidemic had receded by 
October. According to M. Tomashevsky, it took lives of 
55 Orthodox Kharkivers, according to I. Chyzhevsky – 75 
[8–10, 12].

The next cholera pandemic shook Kharkiv in late July 
1847. Afterwards, cholera began to spread rapidly in 
the city. To fight the epidemic, the “Special Temporary 
Committee” was established on August 6 under the chair-
manship of Governor S. Mukhanov, as well as authorities 
to “mitigate the spread of the disease.” As there were not 
enough specialists in the city, a team of paramedics came 
to help from Moscow [13].

In addition, there were two special Cholera Hospitals in 
Kharkiv – V. Frankovsky’s and F. Albrecht’s. Military hospi-
tals began admission of civilians sick with cholera [1, 13]. 
The 1847 epidemic peak was in September. At the end of 
the month, it slowed down, and on October 16 came to an 
end. According to Kharkiv University professor A. Pitra, a 
total of 842 people died, that is, the cholera mortality rate 
at that time was about 20 ppm [13].

A new outbreak occurred in 1848 [10, 14–15]. Ordinary 
anti-epidemic measures were organized [14, 16]. According 
to official data, the number of victims was 792 people, and 
according to estimates by A. Pitra, 1734 [10, 17].

In July-September 1853, the foci of disease were in places 
with insanitary conditions prevailed. Both the medical 

board and the police monitored the compliance with orders 
All public and food institutions were inspected by a police 
doctor, such as workers’ homes, hotels, taverns, etc. [18]. 
There was one temporary Cholera Hospital, and a cholera 
department was organized in the Kharkiv Governorate 
Municipal Hospital [19]. Medicines for cholera patients 
were disposed free of charge by pharmacies reimbursed 
for their expenses from public funds [20]. That year, 234 
persons died of cholera in Kharkiv, according to A. Pitra. 
However, M. Tomashevsky and I. Chyzhevsky only among 
the Orthodox Christians counted 286 and 297 dead re-
spectively [10].

The epidemic of 1855 was longer (from May to Novem-
ber). The Cholera Control Committee and the temporary 
Cholera Hospital operated again. The peak was in the end of 
June. According to M. Tomashevsky, the number of victims 
in Kharkiv during the whole period of the epidemic reached 
878 Orthodox Christians, and I. Chyzhevsky specified the 
number 871 (their data practically coincide) [10, 21–22].

The first cholera epidemic of the reform era hit Kharkiv 
at the end of 1865. The city was organizationally prepared. 
Therefore, cholera lasted only 6–8 weeks (according to 
various sources) and was actually localized in Zanetech 
district, the poorest part of the city [1, 23–24]. The summer 
cholera epidemic began in June 1866 and was much more 
severe than the winter one due to weather conditions. In 
July-August, the disease was particularly severe in the 
lowlands along the river Lopan, spreading to other parts 
of the city. A total of 475 people died of cholera in Kharkiv 
in 1865–1866 [1, 10, 23, 25]. 

In July 1871, Kharkivers suffered from a new epidemic 
of cholera, lasted a while and mortality was relatively low, 
although the total number of deaths (due to high mor-
bidity) reached significant numbers (according to some 
data – 849, according to other – 906 people) [10, 26–28].

It should be noted that at the end of the 19th century, 
superstitions remained mostly in rural areas, which was 
a significant achievement of the medicalization of public 
health. In 1892, superstitions were not very much observed 
anymore in Kharkiv, and, because of the measures taken, 
the epidemic did not develop. Even in the 1890s, cholera 
riots took place in some rural areas, but not in the city [4].

In Kharkiv, situated at the crossroad of quadruple-track 
railways, cholera appeared again in early October 1907, but 
the municipal sanitary and anti-epidemic services managed 
to prevent cholera from developing into an epidemic [29]. 
Patients with suspected cholera were removed from trains 
[30].  The governor insisted on explanations to population 
about risks from dirt and sewage. If the explanations failed 
to work, the guilty should have been brought to justice. 
Medical knowledge popularization was required, because 
population’s cultural level was quite low, epidemics seri-
ously affected population’s perception and that interfered 
with anti-epidemic measures [31]. For example, lectures for 
population with full explanation were arranged at courses 
for workers in Petinskaya Street. Admission to the lectures 
was free [32]. Besides, instructions were distributed among 
the population [33]. 
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However, there were serious problems. Due to the over-
crowding of the Kharkiv Governorate Zemstvo Hospital 
with patients with other diseases, it was dangerous to admit 
cholera patients there, and the administration denied their 
admittance [34]. This was ignored, as cholera treatment at 
home was considered undesirable, and allowed only if a 
patient completely refused to be hospitalized [31]. In the 
face of the cholera threat, many categorically rejected to 
perform activist health care providers’ duties because of 
their police functions. Those who wanted to get the posi-
tion, the doctor of the 4th district of Kharkiv considered 
not only useless but also harmful [35] because they pursued 
their own goals, not philanthropic. Sometimes a janitor 
could pour a stinking liquid into the street right next to 
an anti-choleric poster arguing with a high school activist 
asking tricky questions about this []36. Homeowner Filo-
nov, who lived near Alexander Hospital, complained that 
it drained smelly liquids during the cholera threat [37].

The next danger threatened Kharkiv in 1909, when 
the epidemic situation was extremely unfavorable. A city 
sanitary-executive commission was established to man-
age anti-choleric measures, including organization of 
professional cleaning and disinfection. That year Kharkiv 
avoided cholera [38–39]. The similar commission worked 
the following year, in 1910, but not so successfully – cholera 
affected 281 people (according to the other source – 315), 
there were 88 deaths. In the time of the epidemic, cholera 
barracks were opened in Nicholas Hospital and the city 
railway station [38, 40–44]. Due to the tried and tested 
anti-choleric measures, the last cholera outbreak of the 
empire time (1915) did not develop into an epidemic [45]. 
Note that the abdication of the tzar did not and could not 
end all troubles. Cholera did not leave the city even after 
the First World War and revolutionary events. The war 
and the economic crisis caused huge losses from cholera, 
pushing health care in the governorate to the level of the 
18th century [3].

CONCLUSIONS
So, for sure, the organization of struggle against cholera 
achieved great success. However, mortality remained high 
in general, especially among the poorest, proving the public 
health system had to be reorganized. The death rate shocked 
the local community so much that the authorities had to 
apply an information blockade, and were accused for that 
by activists, just like today COVID dissidents in different 
countries accuse the authorities. Anti-epidemic components 
included explanatory work through priests and police, san-
itary measures (as well as engaging the police), measures 
on strict compliance with observation and quarantine, food 
supplies to the blocked city and free medicine dispensation, 
involvement of all available medical institutions, including the 
military, and the establishment of special temporary facilities, 
actual mobilization of medical personnel. It was impossible to 
act otherwise, because the treatment methods seemed to be 
ineffective, like today, under the COVID-19 pandemic. When 
the medical component is proved ineffective in fighting the 

epidemic, relatively effective administrative measures, tried 
and tested over the centuries reasonably seem to be useful. 
So, this experience has not lost its relevance. The study has 
proved that overcoming the epidemic cannot be a one-sided 
game – expected results can be achieved only with cooperation 
of the authorities, doctors and the city community.
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